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Summary 
 Multiple Substring-Pattern Matching Algorithm 

presented here is implemented in two phases. The first phase is 
preprocessing in which an n-ary tree like structure is 
constructed for the given text data and Griebach Normal Form 
is created for given Context Free Grammar. The second phase 
called search phase takes as input an n-ary tree structure and 
Griebach Normal Form of given Context free grammar 
constructed in phase 1 and outputs those strings that match both 
the text data and the context free grammar. The algorithm 
proposed here has the advantage that it can retrieve any number 
of patterns at the same time.  This finds wide applications in 
Bio-informatics, information retrieval and requirements 
specification stage of software life cycle development. 
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I. Introduction 
 

Pattern matching is the act of checking for the 
presence of the constituents of a given pattern. In the 
present work the query is given in the form of Context 
Free Grammar. 

Context Free Languages are widely used in 
different areas, including programming languages, 
speech recognition, natural language processing [6], 
bioinformatics. and requirements specification stage of 
software life cycle development.  

The complexity of parsing words according to 
context free grammars is usually considered as having 
theoretically two parameters: the length of input 
sequence and the size of grammar, namely the number of 
rules or sum of the length of the rule bodies. The strings 
in the context free language are accepted by a Push down 
automaton [2], in our present work we have bypassed the 
construction of a push down automaton for the 
acceptance of the strings generated by the context free 

language. The time taken by our algorithm is 
independent of the size of patterns, which overcomes the 
major limitation which is present in the previous 
algorithms. 

The syntax rules of formal grammars are used to 
generate patterns. Natural English Language can also be 
derived from a context free grammar with appropriate 
productions. For a given grammar G, the number of 
strings generated by that grammar is infinite that means 
|L (G)| is ∞. Parsing is a fundamental concept related to 
the syntactic approach whose objective is to determine if 
the input pattern is syntactically well formed in the 
context of the given grammar. Parsing is generally 
accomplished by parsers. In the search algorithm 
presented here we find the intersection of the strings 
present in the text database and the language of the given 
grammar, for that we have not used any parser. Multiple 
substrings can be obtained at same time using the search 
algorithm presented here. 

2. Preprocessing phase 

2.1 Preprocessing of text data 
 

The text data is preprocessed so that search time 
is optimized. Text data is nothing but the set of strings. 
The text data is represented with a structure similar to n-
ary tree. The text data is taken, each string is passed to 
tree and for each string the tree is modified. The tree 
structure is similar to n-ary tree where n represents the 
number of distinct symbols in the given text data, in 
present work. The node structure for tree is given by 
Madhuri et al [4]  

2.1.1 Node Structure 
Each node of the tree has the following fields.  
 

i) Information Field:  
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This field contains information. 
 

ii) Pointers to the child nodes: 
The pointers that hold the addresses of 
child nodes (the no of children is at max is 
n).  

iii) Flag : 
 Flag is used to recognize whether the 
particular string obtained by concatenating 
the strings from the root up to the current 
node in the left to right sequence is present as 
an element in the database or not. The flag of 
a node is 1 if and only if the string up to the 
corresponding node is contained in the 
database.  

 
The algorithm for the construction of database tree given 
by Madhuri et al [4]  
 

2.2 Preprocessing of the context free grammars: 
 

The query is given in the form of context free 
grammars. The given context free grammar is converted 
into a Griebach Normal Form which is also a context 
free grammar. The language generated by both the 
context free grammar and its Griebach normal form is 
same. The preprocessing of the context free grammars 
increases the efficiency of searching. The conversion 
takes place in five steps. They are 

    Step1: Elimination of Useless symbols 
   Step2: Elimination of Null productions 
   Step3: Elimination of Unit Productions 
   Step4: Conversion to Chomsky like normal     
                Form 
    Step5: Conversion to Greibach normal form 
 
 
The algorithm for the conversion of given context free 
grammar to Griebach Normal form is given by Madhuri 
et al [4]  

3. Search Phase 
 
  A context-free grammar G consists of the 
following four entities: 

1. The set of terminals or primitive symbols denoted by 
T. In many applications, the choice of the terminal set is 
difficult and has a large component of art as opposed to 
science. T is finite. 

2. The set of non-terminal symbols or variables which 
are used as intermediate quantities in the generation of 
outcome consisting solely of terminal symbols. This set 
is denoted as V and it is also finite. 

3. The set of productions or production rules that allow 
the previous substitutions. It is this set of productions 
coupled with terminal symbols that principally gives the 
grammar its structure. The set of productions is denoted 
by P 

4. The starting or root symbol denoted by S S belongs to 
V.  

The grammar G is denoted formally as G= (T, V, P, S) 

A language L is said to be a Context-Free-
Language (CFL) if its grammar is Context-Free. The 
production rules P, is used to generate sentences that 
consist of linear or 1-D strings of terminals. The length 
or number of symbols in string s is denoted by |s|. The 
empty string is denoted by ε. The size of empty string is 
0. Intersection of the terminals and the variables is empty 
set (V ∩ T = Ф). 

        3.1 Algorithm for searching the database tree 
using Context Free Grammars 

 
Input: 1. n-ary tree representation of text data 
           2. Griebach Normal Form of given context free 
grammar 
        Output: List of data base tree pointers that matches 
the given context free grammar 
 

 
struct list *search_cfg(char *prod,struct list 
*db_list) 
//Searching CFG which is in GNF 
{ 

 // ‘prod’ is a string that is in the form of 
terminal followed by non terminals 
 // ‘db_list’ is the list of database pointers in the 
format of single linked list 

if(is_terminal(prod[0])) 
{ 

match the terminal in ‘prod[0]’ to the present 
node in the ‘db_list’ 
 if(there is no match) 
 { 

 return(NULL) 
  } 
 else 
{ 

 Make the present node in the ‘db_list’ to 
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the next node to be searched in the    
  database 
 if(the node in the ‘db_list’ to be searched 
is NULL) 
{ 

 if ((production+1) = =NULL) 
 { 

 return (db_list); 
 } 
 else 
{ 

 Return(NULL); 
 } 

} 
else 
{ 

Temp_list=search_cfg(production+1,db
_list) 
 return(Temp_list); 

} 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

Temp_list1=NULL; 
for each right hand side production 
‘temp_prod’ of non-terminal ‘prod[0]’ 
{ 

Append the returned list from 
‘search_cfg(temp_prod,db_list)’ to 
Temp_list1 

} 
Temp_list3=NULL; 
for each ‘Temp_list2’ in ‘Temp_list1’ linked 
list 
{ 

Append the returned list from 
‘search_cfg(prod+1,Temp_list2)’ to 
Temp_list3 

} 
return(temp_list3); 

} 

} 

void CFG_substring_matching() 
{ 

db_list db_ls_2, db_ls_3; 
for each node ‘node_1’ in data base tree 
{ 

for each character position ‘pos_1’ in ‘node1’ 
{ 

db_list db_ls_1; 
db_ls_1 = create new db_list; 
db_ls_1->pos = pos_1; 

db_ls_1->data = node_1; 
db_ls_3 = 

search_cfg(db_ls_1,Starting_charact
er_of_CFG); 

Append ‘db_ls_3’ to ‘db_ls_2’; 
return(db¬_ls_2); 

} 
} 
} 

This is the algorithm that finds out all the substrings for the 
given database that satisfies the Context Free Grammar. 
The routine ‘search_cfg’ for finding the Complete-strings 
is used in this algorithm internally. For each and every 
node in the database, we will call the ‘search_cfg’ routine 
so that all the substrings also retrieved.  

4. Applications 
 

Requirements are the basis of the systems 
engineering life cycle activities[5] but creating a good set 
of requirements is really difficult task. Some difficulties 
can be reduced through the application of a context- free 
grammar for requirements to reduce the complexity of 
requirements elicitation [7]. Developing the grammar 
involved a melding of computer science and natural 
language that yielded useful insights into the nature of 
requirements. The grammar was developed to empower a 
case-based assessment system for requirements. 

Bioinformatics involves the use of techniques 
including applied mathematics, informatics, statistics, 
computer science, artificial intelligence, chemistry and 
biochemistry to solve biological problems usually at a 
molecular level. The algorithm presented here can be 
used to identify specific patterns of amino acids in the 
DNA sequence [3] and thereby help in the diaganosis of 
certain diseases [1]. In this case, the terminal set consists 
of {a,c,g,t}. 

5. Conclusions 
 
 The algorithm proposed here is very helpful in 

retrieving the substrings of given context free language 
in an easy and efficient manner. The specialty of the 
algorithm proposed here is that it do not require any Push 
down automata for the acceptance of the strings 
generated by given context free grammar. The time taken 
to retrieve the substrings is same for same size of text 
database and same context free grammar that means 
search time independent of the content of text database.  
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